Mummy, Daddy, Valmorel and me
Valmorel is a Family Plus labelled resort, and has put everything in place to welcome children
and their families in the best possible way : welcome, entertainment, activities, adapted prices
and services.
Doucy is the official Gulli resort, where children will be delighted with the entertainment and
structures on offers, such as the connected toboggan run, Doucy Adventure, where children will
recognise their favourite characters. TV host Joan hosts games several times during the season:
In Ze boites evening and Gulli Party. Gifts galore and a guaranteed ambiance.

Kids skating and Biathlon courses
To become the next Martin Fourcade, Naves is where
it’s at !
During the French February school holidays, there will
be skating and biathlon courses for children from 7 to
14 years old.
Outings are supervised by a state qualified instructor
and all equipment is provided.
Maison de la montagne de Naves :
04 79 24 40 13 - mmnaves@wanadoo.fr

Biathlon under the stars

After a day’s skiing, the snow garden takes on
the appearance of a playground where one can
discover the sport of biathlon at night : shooting
with a laser rifle coupled with a fun race.
ESF de Valmorel :
04 79 09 81 86 - www.esf-valmorel.com

5€

From 17h
to 19h

Fun

Igloo building
Children will be able to put themselves in the shoes of
an Inuit or trapper by building their own igloo.
This experience will remain etched in their memories
and they will become construction experts thanks to
the advice of the instructor. From 5 to 18 years old.
ESF de Valmorel :
04 79 09 81 86 - www.esf-valmorel.com

Mummy, Daddy, Valmorel and me
Doucy adventure
At the top of the Combelouvière chairlift, this is one of
the largest connected toboggan runs in Europe, with
a descent of more than 2.5 km : guaranteed excitement
and laughter for young and not so young.
It’s theme is the wolf : simply download the application
and check the QR codes on the signboards to play.
Sunny picnic areas with barbecues are available where
everyone can picnic in the sun and enjoy the panoramic
views of Valmorel.

Pirate village
On the ski area, a large area is reserved for families,
with children from 2 to 10 years old: the pirate village !
There are games with a pirate castle: slides, a «spider»
trail, a roundabout, secret passages, a «snowball»
wall.
This area is brought to life by our Captain Crozet from
Saturday to Wednesday: coconut stall, treasure hunt,
etc.
Tables, benches and deck chairs are available to enjoy
pleasant family moments in the sun.

Pirate path

The pirate path is an easy and fun piste with gates,
gongs and turnstiles and pictures of Captain Crozet!
Ski and have family fun in Valmorel following the
footsteps of pirates.

Professor Morelus
Our entertainment staff member, Matthieu, turns into
professor Morelus, a mad scientist who makes his
little subjects travel in time!
Morelus becomes every child’s friend, and offers them
a party, treasure and riddles : travel back to the 80s, to
the time of treasures and into the future!
Programme available on the website and in the resort
every week.

